
WEEK 2

BONUS



FULL MOON SPREAD
I love Full Moon readings because there is so much that can be illuminated at this 

time! This is a variation on a Healthy Steps spread that is used for health and healing 

(and overseen by Archangel Raphael) that you can adapt to the area of life this Full 

Moon is highlighting for you. You can use the info in your audio horoscopes and 

astro info in the PDF to help you choose a focus if you like. Each card below 

represents an angle on the situation.
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REVEAL + HEAL SPREAD 

SIMPLE ACTION: ENERGETIC CLEARING

Card 2: Physical or material reality

Card 3: Emotions around this

Card 4: Who or what can help me

Card 5: Next steps I can take

Card 6: Short Term/what can I do

Card 7: Long-Term Outcome

While it can sometimes fall by the wayside, consistent energetic clearing of our space 

can be a lifesaver. The more you do it, the more second nature it becomes.

INGREDIENTS:
•Salt 

•Palo Santo

•Clear Quartz

•Black Tourmaline 

•Florida Water
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You really only need one of these ingredients! But feel free to incorporate more if you 

have them. The main one to use today is SALT. One of the simplest + best tools for 

clearing your energy is salt. Salt in bath, especially, or a salt scrub in the shower will 

remove old energy, lingering ties, things just somehow got stuck to you and haven't 

left. You can also sprinkle salt on the floor around your room or a space that feels 

heavy and vacuum it all up. this works really well because a lot of time the corners of a 

room or low places will hold more old energy. This is what I'd like you to do tonight! 

 

Mindfully, sprinkle salt throughout your home. Hold the awareness of salt's cleansing 

properties and power as you do this. Then do next trip through to sweep or vacuum it 

all up. I like to put all the salt in a trashbag and throw it away somewhere a bit far from 

my house, in a trashcan at a crossroads. You could also flush the salt down the toilet or 

dispose of in a way of your choosing.

 

Sea salt, especially, neutralizes and can help us cut ties. Another important thing to 

remember is that if you are clearing your space, open the windows. If you're burning 

herbs to clear, washing your floor with salt water, etc then open the windows and let 

the old energy out. 

Continue to do this, as needed, in the coming two weeks especially. 



What is my biggest challenge in communication? 

When am I most likely to be vague or struggle to be direct? 

 

When am I most likely to attack or be more aggressive than the circumstance 

demands?  

 

Do I have a process for questioning my assumptions about what other people are 

thinking, their motives, their intentions? 

 

What is an example of a time that I was absolutely sure I was correct about someone's 

ill-intent and turned out to be wrong? 

 

What is an example of a time when ignored my gut feeling and regretted it? 

 

Where there any differences between these experiences? How can I slow things down 

to learn from this going forward?

 

How can I continue deepening my relationship to my own internal navigation and 

perceptions? What practices might help me?
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BONUS MERCURY JOURNAL QUESTIONS: 
COMMUNICATION 



Write down a conflict, situation, or pattern with another person that has been 

bothering you. When you do this, make an effort to write JUST THE FACTS. This is 

hard and it should take some work. You will need to re-read each sentence and scan 

for judgements. A judgement is ANYTHING that goes beyond fact, even 'positive' 

judgements. Keep editing and rewriting until all you have is a very dry, probably boring 

account of the situation.

 

Looking at it now, and thinking about some of the judgements you had to pull out of 

there, write down some other possibilities that differ from what you have been 

assuming to be true. If you think someone at a party barely acknowledged you 

because they were being rude or think bad things about you, for example, what are 

other possibilities? Maybe they are socially anxious. Maybe they were having a difficult 

night. Maybe they were really engaged in the conversation they were in. And so forth. 

 

Do this for all the parts of the story that seem important, and even some that don't. 

Just treat it like a rubix cube that you're twisting around to line the colors up different 

ways.

 

There's no conclusion here. Every situation is different. This exercise definitely shouldn't 

be used to gaslight yourself. It's not about proving yourself unreliable. It's just 

communication yoga, stretching into a different stance or perspective in the hopes of 

becoming more resilient, adaptable, and maybe more comfortable too. This also helps 

to know when something genuinely is a problem, and gives you a way to 

communicate about it non-judgmentally, if you would like to.
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BONUS MERCURY FOLLOW-UP PRACTICE: 
ON BEING RIGHT AND WRONG
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